Oxidant production from source-oriented particulate matter – Part 1: Oxidative potential using the dithiothreitol (DTT) assay
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Abstract. Recent epidemiological evidence supports the hypothesis that health effects from inhalation of ambient particulate matter (PM) are governed by more than just the mass of PM inhaled. Both specific chemical components and sources have been identified as important contributors to mortality and hospital admissions, even when these end points are unrelated to PM mass. Sources may cause adverse health effects via their ability to produce reactive oxygen species in the body, possibly due to the transition metal content of the PM. Our goal is to quantify the oxidative potential of ambient particle sources collected during two seasons in Fresno, CA, using the dithiothreitol (DTT) assay. We collected PM from different sources or source combinations into different ChemVol (CV) samplers in real time using a novel source-oriented sampling technique based on single-particle mass spectrometry. We segregated the particles from each source-oriented mixture into two size fractions – ultrafine (Dp ≤ 0.17 µm) and submicron fine (0.17 µm ≤ Dp ≤ 1.0 µm) – and measured metals and the rate of DTT loss in each PM extract. We find that the mass-normalized oxidative potential of different sources varies by up to a factor of 8 and that submicron fine PM typically has a larger mass-normalized oxidative potential than ultrafine PM from the same source. Vehicular emissions, regional source mix, commute hours, daytime mixed layer, and nighttime inversion sources exhibit the highest mass-normalized oxidative potential. When we apportion DTT activity for total PM sampled to specific chemical compounds, soluble copper accounts for roughly 50 % of total air-volume-normalized oxidative potential, soluble manganese accounts for 20 %, and other unknown species, likely including quinones and other organics, account for 30 %. During nighttime, soluble copper and manganese largely explain the oxidative potential of PM, while daytime has a larger contribution from unknown (likely organic) species.

1 Introduction

Inhalation of particulate matter (PM) has been linked with adverse health effects and mortality in humans (Dominici et al., 2006; Dockery et al., 1993; Pope et al., 2002; Sunyer and Basagana, 2001; Breysse et al., 2013). Current regulations to protect health are based on PM mass without regard to source or chemical composition. While PM mass often exhibits good correlations with toxicity (Brunekreef and Holgate, 2002), the toxicity of PM is likely more complicated than mass alone, and may be defined by a combination of properties including number concentration, size, surface area, and chemical composition (Valavanidis et al., 2008; Adamson et al., 1999; Costa and Dreher, 1997; Stoeger et al., 2006; Peters et al., 2013). These properties determine where PM will deposit in the lungs, how it will interact with the body, and how much oxidative stress it will produce (Churg and Brauer, 1997; Aust et al., 2002; Oberdorster et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2009). Oxidative stress is hypothesized as a primary mechanism for adverse health effects from PM (Ercan et al., 2006; Fearon and Faux, 2009; Halliwell and Cross, 1994), and occurs when reactive oxygen species (ROS) or other oxidants overwhelm the natural
defenses of the body (Li et al., 2003a). The picture is further complicated by the fact that PM is a complex mixture of particles from various primary and secondary sources with different degrees of atmospheric processing. Aging changes both the size distribution and chemical composition of PM (Ellison et al., 1999; Maring et al., 2003; Pirrone et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2007), making sources harder to differentiate and potentially changing the toxicity of the aerosol over time.

Recent epidemiological studies have identified specific sources or chemical components of PM that are associated with health outcomes even when PM mass is not, supporting the hypothesis that specific chemicals or sources have higher toxicities. These results indicate that PM mass may underestimate the extent of health effects from PM (Ito et al., 2011; Lall et al., 2011). Ostro et al. (2007) identified that mortality from PM in California was strongly tied to particulate Cu and other compounds, while Lall et al. (2011) identified steel and traffic PM in New York as sources associated with respiratory and cardiovascular hospital emissions, respectively. Traffic and residual oil fly ash are two sources commonly associated with adverse effects (Hoffmann et al., 2007; Peters et al., 2004; Dreher et al., 1997), possibly due to the ability of transition metals in the PM to cause oxidative stress (Gasser et al., 2009; Antonini et al., 2004; Aust et al., 2002; Dye et al., 1997; Costa and Dreher, 1997).

One of the primary tools used to identify sources of ambient PM is positive matrix factorization (PMF). PMF can be used in conjunction with in vitro (Zhang et al., 2008) or epidemiological (Lall et al., 2011) data to identify sources that are potentially important for human health. PMF was also recently applied to DTT data for particles collected in the southeastern USA (Verma et al., 2014). However, PMF requires intensive sampling and chemical analysis to obtain enough data for accurate source identification, which limits its applicability. In this work we use a novel method (Bein et al., 2009) to identify, separate, and collect ambient particles from different sources in real time based on their chemical composition. The method uses single-particle mass spectrometry coupled to a suite of particle samplers, which allows for source identification and collection on relatively short (min) timescales. Each source-oriented mixture of particles is collected on individual substrates as ultrafine (UF, $D_p \leq 0.17 \mu m$) and submicron fine (SMF, $0.17 \mu m \leq D_p \leq 1.0 \mu m$) size fractions.

Using this technique we collected up to 10 sources over two sampling campaigns during 2008 and 2009 in Fresno, CA. In this paper we describe the soluble and total metal composition of the PM sources and their oxidative potential as measured by the dithiothreitol (DTT) assay. It should be noted that the DTT assay is insensitive to ROS production from iron (Fe) (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012; Lin and Yu, 2011), though Fe effectively produces the hydroxyl radical (‘OH) in particle extracts via the Fenton reaction (Vidrio et al., 2009). Thus, use of the DTT assay may underestimate oxidative potential from sources that are high in Fe. In our companion manuscript (part 2), we quantitatively measure the rate of production of *OH and hydrogen peroxide (HOOH), from the same Fresno particles in a cell-free surrogate lung fluid, and compare these results with our DTT outcomes (Richards-Henderson et al., 2015). In this current paper, we examine differences in soluble metal composition and oxidative potential for different source-oriented particles collected in Fresno. We also quantify the contributions of different chemical species and particle sources to the measured oxidative potential as a function of season and particle size.

2 Methods

2.1 Source-oriented particulate matter

Source-oriented particles (i.e., particles primarily from one source or a mixture of a few sources) were identified and collected using online single-particle mass spectrometry (RSMS-II) as described in Bein et al. (2009). Downstream of the RSMS-II was a bank of 10 ChemVol (CV) samplers – which are high-flow-rate (900 L min$^{-1}$) impactor-based samplers (Demokritou et al., 2002) – for PM collection, with each CV assigned to one source or source combination. Table 1 lists the CVs for each collection season, with corresponding source identification and sampling information. Prior to sample collection, Bein et al. (2009) used a pre-study analysis in Fresno, CA, to determine up to eight major nighttime sources based on RSMS-II single-particle mass spectra, diurnal trends, and back trajectory analysis. These pre-study data were used to define the combination of spectra that identify a specific source. During later sample collection, when the single-particle mass spectrometer observed these spectra, sampling algorithms automatically switched the flow of ambient aerosol to the appropriate CV. We continuously collected PM over each sampling period, alternating between CVs as an individual source became dominant during nighttime sampling. If the RSMS-II identified a mixture of sources or an unidentified source, the flow was directed to the “nighttime inversion (CV 10)” sampler, which therefore represents a mixture of many different particle origins and histories. Daytime PM was not separated into sources because the lower PM mass and greater turbulent mixing in the boundary layer during the day did not allow for a clear separation of sources (Bein et al., 2009). Daytime PM were segregated into one to three samples based on time of day instead of chemical composition. These samples include “daytime mixed layer (CV 9)” for both seasons, along with “morning commute (CV 8)” and “evening commute (CV 7)” during winter 2009 (specific sampling times listed in Table 1). These sampling adjustments were made in winter 2009 based on sampling experience gained during summer 2008. “Evening commute (CV 7)” was only collected for the last five days of the winter 2009 study.
Particles were collected in Fresno, CA, from 11 September 2008 to 21 October 2008 and from 1 March 2009 to 6 April 2009. To maintain consistency with previous publications (Bein et al., 2009, 2014; Bein and Wexler, 2014; Carosino et al., 2015), these study periods are designated “summer” and “winter”, respectively, which reflect the timing of the corresponding pre-studies for the single-particle mass spectrometer, though actual sample collections were in fall and spring. For each CV, particles were collected separately as ultrafine (UF, \( D_p \leq 0.17 \mu m \)) and submicron fine (SMF, \( 0.17 \leq D_p \leq 1.0 \mu m \)) size fractions. SMF samples were collected on polyurethane foam (PUF, Fisher Scientific), and UF samples were collected on Teflon-coated glass-fiber filters (Pall TX-40, Fisher Scientific).

### 2.2 PM extraction and sample preparation

The PM extraction is described in detail in Bein and Wexler (2014). Briefly, PM collection substrates were extracted via sonication using a sequential series of solvents: Milli-Q (18.2 MΩ cm), dichloromethane (HPLC grade, 99.9 %, Acros), then hexane (Optima, HPLC grade, 95 %, Fisher). The water fraction was extracted in a separatory funnel with dichloromethane and then hexane to remove organics (especially semivolatiles). The remaining water fraction was lyophilized (freeze-dried, Labconco FreeZone®) to remove water ice leaving solid PM behind. The four dichloromethane and hexane extracts were dried under nitrogen and the remaining solid from all extractions, including the water fraction, were combined. The solid was stored under vacuum in the freezer (−20 °C) in 10 mL serum bottles with 20 mm rubber split stoppers (Labconco) until reconstitution. To obtain a total extracted mass for each PM sample, the vacuum-sealed serum bottles were gravimetrically weighed before and after PM was added using an A&D model HR-202i semi-micro analytical balance (± 0.01 mg). This method extracts over 90 % of PM from the filters, and retains bulk chemical composition better than traditional extraction techniques, especially with regard to organics (Bein and Wexler, 2014).

To divide each particle sample into smaller aliquots, we first reconstituted the material in methanol (Fisher, HPLC grade, 99.9 %, Acros).
grade, 99.9%), sonicated for ~10 min in a bath sonicator (Branson model 8510, Bransonic®), and split the suspension into 8 mL amber glass (Thermo Scientific) vials for DTT analysis. Methanol in each vial was evaporated and the resulting solids were stored in the dark at −20 °C until the day of each experiment.

2.3 Dithiothreitol assay

Dithiothreitol (DTT) is commonly used to measure the oxidative potential of PM (Cho et al., 2005; Charrier and Anastasio, 2012). This method measures the rate of loss of 100 µM DTT at 37 °C upon incubation with PM. The magnitude of the rate of DTT loss is proportional to the oxidative potential of the PM. We used DTT analysis methods identical to Charrier and Anastasio (2012). We warm the PM sample of known mass (Table S2) for 2 min in a 7.0 mL amber glass vial. We start the reaction by adding 100 µM DTT in 0.10 M phosphate buffer (77.8 mM Na2HPO4 and 22.2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4; Chelex-treated) and then measure the concentration of DTT over time to calculate the linear rate of DTT loss. Each experiment includes a solution blank and positive control (0.50 µM Cu(II)SO42–3), the error of mass in the sample (Table S2 in the Supplement). We are in the process of developing and validating a method to normalize DTT data for the PM mass extracted. Application of this preliminary method to the Fresno samples in this current work had little effect on the DTT results (Figs. S2 and S3) because most of the extracts used a sample mass concentration near the value we suggest for normalization (10 µg mL−1); thus we did not adjust the DTT responses for these samples (Sect. S1). However, the non-linearity of the DTT assay to Cu and Mn, coupled with the important contribution of these metals to ambient DTT activity in at least some locations, indicates that each DTT study must examine this issue and, if needed, account for the non-linear response of the DTT rate with PM mass. Otherwise, DTT results might be significantly skewed by the PM mass extracted (e.g., Fig. S3).

As we discuss in Supplement Sect. S1, there is a complication in the DTT assay that has not been appreciated previously: the DTT response from PM is nonlinearly related to PM mass when Cu and Mn are significant contributors to the oxidative potential, a consequence of the nonlinear concentration-response curves for these metals (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012). Thus the mass-normalized oxidative potential (Eq. 1) will sometimes vary with PM mass added to the vial, which complicates comparison between samples and confounds the interpretation of DTT data. As we discuss in Sect. S1, we are in the process of developing and validating a method to normalize DTT data for the PM mass extracted.

We also calculate the air-volume-normalized rate for a given season and size fraction (pmol DTT min−1 m−3 of air sampled) according to

\[
\text{Air-volume-normalized DTT rate} = \frac{\sum (\text{Mass-normalized DTT rate CV}_i \times \text{total mass CV}_i (\mu g))}{\text{Total air volume for that season (m}^3\text{)},}
\]

where the numerator term is summed over each source-oriented mixture and the total air volume collected is 41 568 m³ for summer and 40 029 m³ for winter. The error of each sample includes the standard deviation of replicates (n = 2–3), the error of mass in the sample (Table S2 in the Supplement), and propagated error of the filter blank (n = 3–5).

factors may affect soluble metal concentrations in the extract, we compared metal content in separate SLF and DTT extracts for 12 samples. We found very good agreement between the two techniques, except that Fe was sometimes higher in the SLF than DTT assay (Sect. S2), possibly because SLF contains citrate, which solubilizes particulate Fe (Aust et al., 2002). Although our soluble Fe concentrations in SLF are likely upper-bound estimates of the amounts in the DTT assay, Fe is a relatively weak oxidant for DTT (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012) and is a negligible contributor to DTT loss in our Fresno source-oriented samples, as we describe later.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Sample characteristics

Table 1 summarizes the sampling characteristics and source identifications for each CV. Detailed source identification information can be found in Bein et al. (2009, 2014). Briefly, sources were identified based on chemical composition measured by the single-particle mass spectrometer, the temporal pattern of the source, and wind roses indicating the direction of the source. In addition to the timed daytime CVs, seven other sources were identified in summer and six in winter. Two distinct cooking sources were identified: “cooking – NE (CV 1)” is from the northeast, characterized by a high K content, while “cooking – W (CV 6 or CV 7)” comes from the west and is characterized by K and mixed Na/K particles. In summer the “unknown – metals (CV 6)” source is of unknown origin and was identified based on high concentrations of metals, especially Zn and Pb (Bein et al., 2014).

The volume and mass of the collected PM for each sample varies widely depending on how often a source was dominant. During most nights, no single dominant source was identified, and sampling was directed to “nighttime inversion (CV 10)”, which accounts for 40–60 % of PM mass in each season (Table 1). The difference in the percent of total mass attributed to “nighttime inversion (CV 10)” between seasons is partially driven by different sampling times: nighttime sampling was 18 h per day during summer and 10 h per day during winter (Table 1). The total air volume and total UF mass concentration are similar between seasons, approximately 40 000 m$^3$ and ~80–100 mg, respectively. In contrast, the total SMF mass collected is 3 times larger in summer than in winter. In summer, UF mass concentrations for the CVs are relatively similar (2.0–3.6 µg m$^{-3}$), while there is more variability in mass concentrations for PM sources in the other seasons and sizes: 5.1–11.9 for SMF in summer, 1.9–8.2 for UF in winter, and 2.3–11.5 µg m$^{-3}$ for SMF in winter (Table 1).

3.2 Metal composition by CV

Figure 1 shows the soluble metal content for each source, season, and size fraction in units of microns of metal per gram of PM; total metals are in the Supplement Fig. S5. Ambient concentrations (ng m$^{-3}$) of total and soluble metals are summarized by season and size fraction in Table S1. The median soluble metal concentrations are at or below median levels from other regions of the USA (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012). The general trend in relative abundance follows Zn ≫ Ba > Cu > Mn > Ni > Pb > V > Cr > Cd > Co. On average, Zn, Ba, Fe, Cu, and Mn account for 66, 11, 10, 5.6, and 3.0 % by mass of the all measured soluble metals, respectively, while other metals each account for less than 3 %. In the total metal data, Fe is slightly more important, accounting for 20 % of the total on average, while Zn still dominates with an average of 57 % of the total. Total and soluble metals are generally well correlated ($R^2 = 0.4$–0.8), likely due to high solubility (50–100 %) in our system (Figs. S3 and S4 in the Supplement). Fe is the exception, showing poor correlation between total and soluble measurements ($R^2 = 0.15$) and much lower solubility (median solubility of 27 %). A large percent of each particulate metal is soluble, with an average of approximately 100 % for all species besides Fe, which has an average solubility of 29 %. Metal solubility in ambient PM depends on a number of factors including pH, ligands, particle size, morphology, and extraction technique. A large range of metal solubilities in ambient PM have been reported (Connell et al., 2006). However, the percent of particulate Fe that is soluble is generally low in ambient PM, with reports ranging from < 1 to 6 % solubility (Costa and Dreher, 1997; Upadhyay et al., 2011; Connell et al., 2006). The high metal solubilities in the source-oriented particles might be due to the extraction procedure used to remove PM from their substrates required a number of analytical steps which may have changed some properties of the PM; for example, sonication of particles may have preferentially removed soluble metals and left some fraction of insoluble metals on the filter.

In general, the soluble metal content in microns of metal per gram of PM is similar for the two size fractions of a given source. Notable exceptions are “diesel-enriched (CV 3)”, “vehicular emissions (CV 5)”, and “unknown – metals (CV 6)” in summer and “regional source mix (CV 5)” in winter, all of which have a higher concentration of metals in the SMF size fraction compared to the UF, especially for Fe, Cu, and Mn. The metal content of PM (Fig. 1) and the ambient concentration of metals (Table S1) are often higher in summer sampling. Because the sampling periods were actually spring and fall, we do not expected the mixing height to affect concentrations differently between these two seasons. It is possible that periodic rain during the winter sampling explains some of the reduction in ambient concentrations of both PM mass and metals. NOAA precipitation data indicate no rain during summer sampling and 5 days of rain during winter sampling (NOAA, 2014).
3.3 Mass-normalized oxidative potential

We start by examining the rate of DTT loss for each source normalized by PM mass (Eq. 1), which is a measure of the intrinsic oxidative potential of each source. Figure 2 shows that, for a given source, the SMF particles are generally more reactive than the accompanying UF particles: for approximately half of the PM sources the SMF reactivity is a factor of 2 larger than that for the UF fraction. This higher reactivity of the submicron fine particles is in contrast to past results, where ultrafine particles (typically \(D_p < 0.1 \mu m\)) are generally reported to be more reactive than PM\(_{2.5}\) (Li et al., 2003b; Cho et al., 2005; Ntziachristos et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2008). All of these past measurements of size-segregated DTT responses are for California’s South Coast Air Basin, while our results are the first for the Central Valley of California. Thus this difference in the mass-normalized oxidative potential between SMF and UF particles might reflect differences in sampling site.

Across both seasons, we observe a range of DTT rates for both UF and SMF PM, with values of 11–60 and 24–92 pmol DTT min\(^{-1}\) µg\(^{-1}\) PM, respectively; that is, the mass-normalized oxidative potential of different sources varies by up to a factor of 5.5 for UF and 3.8 for SMF particles. Our mass-normalized rates of DTT loss are similar to those reported in the literature (restricted to those studies using the same DTT method), which range from 5.0 to 170 pmol DTT min\(^{-1}\) µg\(^{-1}\) PM (Verma et al., 2009, 2012; Ntziachristos et al., 2007; De Vizcaya-Ruiz et al., 2006).

We also calculated the overall oxidative potential for each size fraction in each of the two seasons. This metric sums the mass-normalized oxidative potential of each particle type, weighted by the mass of that PM collected:

\[
\text{Mass-weighted oxidative potential} = \sum (F_{i,k} \times \text{DTT}_{i,k}), \tag{3}
\]

where \(i\) refers to season (summer or winter), \(k\) refers to size fraction (UF or SMF), \(F\) is the fraction of total mass collected (Table 1), and DTT is the mass-normalized oxidative potential (Fig. 2, bars). This metric is similar to Eq. (2), which calculates the DTT response of the total PM relative to air volume, but instead calculates the DTT response of the total PM relative to PM mass. If we consider each season across both size fractions (i.e., summing over \(k\) in Eq. 3), the overall oxidative potentials for summer and winter PM\(_{1,0}\) are 71 ± 9 and 45 ± 2 pmol DTT min\(^{-1}\) µg\(^{-1}\) PM, respectively. Thus, the average mass-normalized oxidative potential of summer PM is 60% higher than that of winter for our study periods. Broken down by season and size fraction, the weighted averages are 79 ± 12 and 47 ± 4 pmol DTT min\(^{-1}\) µg\(^{-1}\) PM for summer SMF and UF size fractions, respectively, and 49 ± 3 and 39 ± 3 pmol DTT min\(^{-1}\) µg\(^{-1}\) PM for winter SMF and UF, respectively; these values are plotted as lines in Fig. 2. Thus the overall oxidative potential of SMF PM is higher than UF in both seasons, by 68% in summer and 26% in winter. Comparing the two seasons, the oxidative potential of summer SMF is 61% larger than winter SMF, while UF PM exhibited similar oxidative potential between the seasons. Based on these data, summer SMF PM stands out as having a substantially higher mass-normalized oxidative potential relative to the other PM.

When comparing each source-oriented mixture to the weighted average for season and size (bars versus lines in Fig. 2), most summer sources have an oxidative potential that is at or below the weighted average. This is because “nighttime inversion (CV 10)” accounts for most of the PM mass and has a high oxidative potential in summer for both UF and SMF PM, so it dominates the weighted average. In winter, there is less variability between the oxidative potentials of the different sources, but most sources are still at or below the weighted average defined by the “daytime mixed layer (CV 9)” and “nighttime inversion (CV 10)”, which make up most of the PM mass.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

Figure 1. Soluble metal concentrations for (a) summer and (b) winter. For each CV, the first bar is the result for the UF size fraction and the second bar is for the SMF size fraction. Zn concentrations are divided by 10.
3.4 Contribution of transition metals to DTT activity

DTT responses in Fig. 2 often mirror the soluble metal concentrations (Fig. 1), e.g., summer SMF “vehicular emissions (CV 5)” and “unknown – metals (CV 6)” have some of the highest DTT responses, and also have substantially higher soluble metal concentrations. Other sources, such as summer SMF “daytime mixed layer (CV 9)” and “nighttime inversion (CV 10)” also have a high DTT response but lower soluble metals per PM mass, indicating metals may not explain the DTT response in these cases. To quantify the contribution of each metal to our measured DTT response, we use our measured metal concentrations in each PM extract in conjunction with concentration-response curves for individual transition metals and quinones (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012). In this prior work we determined that the DTT responses from these individual species are additive: mixtures of metals and quinones give the same DTT response as the sum of the DTT responses from the individual species. Therefore, to calculate the total DTT response from soluble metals, we sum the calculated DTT response from each individual species.

Figure 3 shows the measured DTT rate (in grey) in each PM extract compared to the calculated DTT responses from Cu (purple), Mn (green), and Fe, V, and Pb (orange). If metals are primarily responsible for the DTT response, then the measured and calculated bars will be equal. If the measured DTT rate is larger than the calculated rate, it indicates that other compounds, such as quinones, contribute to DTT loss. In 36 out of the 38 samples, the measured and calculated rates of DTT loss are not statistically different ($p < 0.05$), highlighting the importance of copper and manganese. This agreement between measured and calculated DTT loss is sometimes due to large errors, which are primarily from uncertainties in the soluble metal measurements and in PM masses added to the vial (Table S2). However, visual inspection of most pairs shows good agreement. Although generally not statistically different, there are a number of cases where the measured DTT rate is larger than the DTT rate calculated from soluble metals. In these cases there is likely some contribution from other species, probably organic compounds, but the difference is encompassed by large error bars. Even in these samples metals generally account for half or more of the DTT, although there is a small but significant contribution from other species, as would be expected from typical ambient concentrations of quinones (as discussed below). There are also a few cases where the calculated DTT response is larger than the measured DTT response, but large error bars in the soluble metal data indicate these differences are generally due to experimental error. One exception is winter UF “nighttime inversion (CV 10)”, which has a much larger calculated DTT response than we measured from PM. We do not currently have an explanation for this result, but it could be an outlier in either the DTT or soluble metal data.

On average ($\pm \sigma$), soluble Cu and Mn account for $83 \pm 40$ and $26 \pm 14\%$ of the measured DTT response, respectively, in our Fresno particles. Fe, V, and Pb each contribute less than 1% to DTT response; these contributions are too small to be seen for most samples in Fig. 3. These results represent the DTT response for the specific chemical composition of PM collected at this site. The DTT response from PM measured at other sites will depend on the composition of the particles and may not be dominated by transition metals. On the other hand, our interpretation of recent results from Atlanta and other sites in the southeastern USA also indicate Cu and Mn may play important roles in the DTT response (Verma et al., 2014; see reviewer’s discussion at http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/14/19625/2014/acpd-14-19625-2014-discussion.html). The DTT results for any site represent the specific chemical composition of the collected PM and the contributions to the resulting DTT response depend on the relative amounts of Cu, Mn, quinones, and other redox-active species.

Sources of Cu and Mn in Fresno are incompletely understood, as indicated by recent modeling that showed poor correlation between predicted and measured concentrations...
Figure 3. Measured rate of DTT loss (grey bars) compared to the calculated rate from soluble transition metals (colored stacked bars). Asterisks identify cases where the measured and calculated rates are statistically different ($p \leq 0.05$). Errors for the calculated bars are $\pm 1$ standard deviation, propagated from the uncertainty in each of the five metals.

of Cu and Mn in PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{0.1}$ at Fresno (Hu et al., 2014). The model underpredicts Cu and overpredicts Mn. In the USA, industrial Cu processing is thought to be the largest source of Cu, followed by brake lining dust, agricultural soil, sintering furnaces, and process gas combustion, while Mn is primarily emitted by unpaved road dust, agricultural soil, electric arc furnaces, and cast iron cupola furnaces in foundries (Reff et al., 2009). Bukowiecki et al. (2009) observed Cu emissions from brake wear in the submicron range, especially from heavy duty vehicles. The relative importance of industrial sources will likely be smaller in California, while break lining dust and agricultural sources will likely be larger due to high vehicle miles traveled and intense agricultural activity. For example, some dairies use copper baths to treat cows for fungus and then pour the remaining solution into manure lagoons, which may then be spread to soils (Jokela et al., 2010).

The daytime samples summer SMF CV 9 and winter SMF and UF CV 8, as well as CV 9, stand out as having a relatively high contribution from unknown species (i.e., the measured rate of DTT loss is larger than the rate calculated from metals). The measured DTT response in both summer and winter SMF “daytime mixed layer (CV 9)” is statistically larger than calculated from transition metals (Fig. 3b and d, marked with stars). In both cases, unknown species account for 49% of the measured rates of DTT loss. This indicates that compounds other than the soluble metals we measured, likely quinones or other organics, sometimes make significant contributions to the PM oxidative potential. It is possible that insoluble metals also contribute to DTT loss by “unknown species”, but this is less likely since the insoluble fraction of diesel PM (which has a low metal content) oxidizes DTT quickly, while insoluble dust (which has high metals) oxidizes DTT very slowly (Akhtar et al., 2010). Furthermore, based on our total and soluble metal data, most DTT-active metals (except Fe) have a high solubility (Fig. S7), while Fe is less soluble but has a very low DTT activity (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012). Hu et al. (2008) found a strong correlation between DTT response and organic carbon (OC) and observed that concentrations of OC are more than 4 times larger during the day than at night. This could explain our observed increase in DTT activity from compounds other than metals during the day. OC is made up of a wide variety of organic compounds, not all of which are DTT-active. Except for quinones (Kumagai et al., 2002; Charrier and Anastasio, 2012; Chung et al., 2006), it is largely unknown which organic compounds are active in the DTT assay. Recent research has identified humic-like substances (HULIS) as DTT-active (Verma et al., 2012; Lin and Yu, 2011), so these types of compounds may contribute to the oxidative potential of OC.
We can estimate the likely contribution of quinones to our Fresno PM samples by using previously measured particulate concentrations of phenanthrenequinone (PNQ), the most DTT-active quinone tested (Kumagai et al., 2002; Charrier and Anastasio, 2012; Chung et al., 2006). PNQ has a median particulate-phase concentration of 0.32 ng·m⁻³ based on (limited) measurements in southern California (Cho et al., 2004). If we assume this ambient concentration for all of our Fresno source-oriented mixtures (SMF + UF), and that all PNQ is soluble, the resulting PNQ concentration in solution is between 1 and 12 nM. This would correspond to DTT responses in the range of 0.01–0.16 μM DTT min⁻¹, which represents 2–36 % of the measured DTT rates (with an average ±1σ contribution of 13±9 %). This result agrees well

with the observations in Fig. 3, which show a consistent but relatively small contribution of species besides Cu and Mn to measured DTT response. This is consistent with our previous calculations for PM₂.₅ based on typical literature concentrations of DTT-active species (Charrier and Anastasio, 2012), where Cu, Mn, and quinones accounted for 47, 28, and 18 % of the calculated DTT response of a hypothetical “typical” fine particle sample. The specific organic species that contribute to DTT response are still incompletely understood, and may include species other than the PNQ. These theoretical results are a lower estimate for organic contribution to DTT response if other DTT-active organic species are present. It is also possible that PM samples underestimate the quinone contribution because semi-volatile organics might be lost during sampling or particle extraction, but we do not have any evidence for this.

In contrast to our mechanistic approach to identify the important DTT-active species in PM, previous studies generally use correlation analysis. However, correlations between our DTT results and measured soluble metal concentrations (Fig. S8a–c) reveal some of the difficulties with the correlation approach. Cu, Mn, and Fe are modestly correlated with DTT loss ($R^2$ values of 0.40, 0.56, and 0.43, respectively) and the correlation with Cu is the weakest, even though our mechanistic approach identifies Cu as the dominant contributor to DTT loss. The correlation understates the role of copper because this metal has a nonlinear concentration-response curve (see the green line in Supplement Fig. S8a). The positive correlation between DTT loss and Mn agrees with our mechanistic results, but the correlation with Fe is spurious (since Fe is nearly inactive in the DTT assay), and is possibly due to the covariance between Fe and Mn (Fig. S8f).

These plots illustrate that correlation analysis is unlikely to identify the metals most important for DTT loss, which might explain the inconsistent correlations between DTT response and Cu in the literature (Ntziachristos et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2008).

### 3.5 Air-volume-normalized oxidative potential

While the mass-normalized oxidative potential in Figs. 2 and 3 is useful for identifying sources that have the highest potential for harm, the oxidative burden associated with an air parcel also depends on the particle mass concentration of each source. A source aerosol with a very high mass-normalized oxidative potential may not be important if its atmospheric mass concentration is low. As a first step to address this, we use Eq. (2) to calculate the air-volume-weighted DTT response for each size fraction and season. This metric weights both the intrinsic oxidative potential of a source and the relative abundance of that source. The volume-normalized oxidative potentials from both size fractions (i.e., all PM with $D_p ≤ 1.0 \mu m$) for summer and winter are 746±90 and 217±10 pmol DTT min⁻¹ m⁻³ air, respectively. The DTT activity in the summer particles is over 3 times higher than in the winter because both the PM mass concentration and mass-normalized oxidative potential of that PM are higher in summer (Table 1 and Fig. 2), by factors of 2.2 and 1.6, respectively. The winter SMF and UF volume-normalized oxidative potentials are 135 and 83 pmol DTT min⁻¹ m⁻³ air, respectively, while the corresponding summer SMF and UF values are 623 and 123 pmol DTT min⁻¹ m⁻³ air, respectively. SMF PM has a higher volume-normalized oxidative potential in both seasons, with summer SMF exhibiting very high oxidative potential due to high mass concentrations and high intrinsic oxidative potentials.

To identify which species and sources drive the air-volume-normalized responses, we next apportion the volume-normalized oxidative potential in two ways – by chemical composition and by source (Fig. 4). Figure 4a shows the contributions of soluble metals and unknown species for each size fraction and season as an absolute value, while Fig. 4b shows the data as a percent of the total DTT loss. Summer SMF particles have the greatest oxidative potential, approximately 6 times larger than the other conditions, and this response is due to Cu (47 %), Mn (21 %), and unknown species (31 %). Even though the other conditions have much lower air-volume-normalized rates of DTT loss, the percent contributions from Cu, Mn, and unknowns are similar (Fig. 4b), although winter UF does not have a contribution from unknown species. Based on these results, unknown species, likely quinones or other organics, are important to the oxidative potential of PM in Fresno, but copper and manganese are the dominant redox-active species.

The unknown contribution to PM is primarily from daytime sources (Fig. 3), consistent with secondary formation of quinones from PAHs (Eiguren-Fernandez et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2007). DTT response from most segregated nighttime sources, on the other hand, is completely explained by metals, with little unknown contribution (Fig. 3).

Apportionment of volume-normalized oxidative potential by source is more difficult because most (>79 %) of the mass collected either during times when sources were not...
Figure 4. Panels (a) and (b) show the contributions of transition metals to the volume-normalized DTT loss for each season and size fraction, in terms of rates (a) and percent contribution (b). Panels (c) and (d) show the contributions of known (and unknown) particle emission sources to DTT loss, both in terms of rate (c) and percent contribution (d). “Unknown” in (a) and (b) indicates chemical species that contribute to DTT response besides measured metals. “Unknown” in (c) and (d) indicates unknown or other sources.

3.6 Vehicular emissions

Vehicular (mobile) emissions sources exhibited some of the highest mass-normalized oxidative potentials (Fig. 2), high soluble metal concentrations (Fig. 1), and a large contribution to total volume-normalized oxidative potential of PM (Fig. 4c and d). This agrees with literature results that have consistently linked vehicular emissions to both high oxidative potential (Cheung et al., 2010; Delfino et al., 2013; Gasser et al., 2009) and adverse health effects and mortality in humans (Lall et al., 2011; Hoek et al., 2002; Hoffmann et al., 2007). Vehicular emissions contain multiple toxic chemical classes across size ranges, including many metal and organic species. Metals can be emitted from brake wear, lubricating oil, and catalytic converters (Lough et al., 2005; Cheung et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2006). Particulate organics from vehicles are both primary and secondary and are present across multiple size classes (Kam et al., 2012). Paved road dust is a large contribution to PM emissions in urban areas and consists of many sources of PM including soil, biogenic material, and tire and brake wear (Rogge et al., 1993).
Though not directly emitted by vehicles, this source is correlated with vehicle traffic volume.

In our summer data, “vehicular emissions (CV 5)” showed high oxidative potential per mass of PM compared to other sources (Fig. 2a), and also high soluble metal concentrations (Fig. 1a). This source also showed significantly higher oxidative potential and soluble metals in the SMF size fraction versus UF, which is not true for a majority of other sources. Summer SMF “vehicular emissions (CV 5)” was enriched in soluble Zn, Fe, and Cu, which were 46, 79, and 188 % higher than the average summer SMF concentrations for the other sources, while concentrations of soluble V and Mn were similar to the average for the same size and season. Zn and Cu are known to be enriched in brake wear and road dust (Cheung et al., 2010), which have the largest concentrations in coarse sizes but also contribute to submicron PM (Kam et al., 2012). Thus the enhancement in soluble metals in the larger size fraction of summer Vehicular Emissions suggest brake wear or paved road dust can be important contributors to the oxidative potential of SMF vehicular emissions. Winter “vehicular emissions (CV 3)” did not exhibit the same pronounced enhancement in either soluble metals (Fig. 1b) or oxidative potential (Fig. 2b), nor did they show a difference between the two size fractions. We do not currently have a definitive explanation for this result; however, there was periodic rain during winter sampling which may have suppressed paved road dust.

4 Conclusions

We measured the oxidative potential of 38 source-oriented particle samples – separated into submicron fine (SMF) and ultrafine (UF) size fractions – from Fresno, CA, in summer 2008 and winter 2009 using the DTT assay. We also quantified total and soluble metals in each sample. Fe and Zn are the most abundant metals, followed by Cu and Mn. V and Pb concentrations are extremely low, and Co, Cr, Cd, and Ni are below detection. PM collected in summer 2008 has a higher metal content on average and an ambient SMF mass concentration 3 times higher. As a result, the oxidative potential of summer PM is 60 % higher than winter PM per micron of particle mass. SMF samples generally show higher oxidative potentials on a mass-normalized basis compared to UF particles. Summer SMF sources with high oxidative potential include “vehicular emissions (CV 5)”, “unknown – metals (CV 6)”, “daytime mixed layer (CV 9)”, and “nighttime inversion (CV 10)”. UF sources with the highest oxidative potential per mass of PM include summer “cooking – NE (CV 1)”, summer “nighttime inversion (CV 10)”, winter “morning commute (CV 8)” and winter “daytime mixed layer (CV 9)”. On an air-volume-normalized basis useful for considerations of human exposure, summer PM produces 240 % more oxidative potential than winter PM per cubic meter of air. A total of 83 % of summer oxidative potential is from the SMF size fraction.

Our results indicate that Cu, and to a lesser extent Mn, accounts for essentially all of the DTT response for most of our individual nighttime sources. DTT rates in the daytime sources are also generally dominated by metals, but these samples also have a large (up to 50 %) contribution from unknown compounds, likely quinones and other organics. When calculating the overall volume-normalized oxidative potential for each season (Fig. 4), Cu accounts for approximately 50 %, unknown species account for approximately 30 %, and Mn accounts for 20 %. These results are supported by recent epidemiological studies that found a statistical relationship between the Cu content of PM and mortality in California (Ostro et al., 2007). When we apportion our volume-normalized oxidative potential to sources, unknown/unconstrained sources make the largest contribution (43–65 %), while cooking accounts for 18–29 %, mobile sources account for 14–28 %, and heating and biomass combustion make minor contributions (though they will be larger in the winter months).

The Supplement related to this article is available online at doi:10.5194/acp-15-2327-2015-supplement.
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